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Can We Broaden the Rangeland Audience Without
Denying our Grazing Heritage?
Richard H. Hart
If our grazing heritage means that livestock grazing
should be considered the primary use of rangelands, then
we had better deny it. A smaller and smaller percentage of
the population of North America and the West make their
livingfrom livestock grazing. If range professionalscontinue
to regard them as our primary or only customers, we're
going to be out of business.
But our grazing heritage is more than livestock; it encompasses all we have learned about the functioning of range.
land ecosystemsand their components; plant communities,
wild and domestic animals, soil, water, climate, fire, and all
the rest. All that knowledge is needed by the new and
broader rangeland audience, even if theydon't always realize it.
Who Makes up the Rangeland Audience?

goats. An astonishing 84% of the mammal and 74% of the
bird species in the United States live in non-forestedrangeland ecosystems.Many threatenedor endangered species,
330 animals and 180 plants, are found on rangeland (Hart
1994).

And let's look at the people who share the 19 western
states with the livestock and the wildlife. About 1.2 million
people work on farms and ranches in this area, although
most of them work on cropland, not rangeland. In contrast,
5 million people buy hunting licenses and 13 million buy
fishing licenses in those states each year and much of that
hunting and fishing is done on rangeland. Recreationists
enjoyed over 350 million visitor days on National Park,
National Forest and Bureau of Land Management lands in
the 19 rangeland states (Hart 1994). More and more people
are buying small tracts of private rangeland for recreational

To broaden the rangeland audience, who must we use.
include? We mustn't forget the livestock; the 19 rangeland
Thirty percent of the US population lives in the 19 weststates support nearly 60 percent of the beef cows and 80 ern states. Most of the water for these folks originates on
percent of the sheep in the US. But our rangelands are forest or rangelands. This same water is essential for fish
home to more than livestock. All the pronghorn antelope in and wildlife habitat, hydropower generation, irrigation, and
the US, over 700,000 of them, live there. So do 10 million recreation. From 1960 to 1985, withdrawals from surface
deer, nearly half the total; 99 percent of the elk, 80 percent and ground water increased 40%and 90%, respectively, in
of the moose, and all the bighorn sheep and mountain the West. From 1985 to 2040, withdrawalsare expected to
increase by 25% for surface and 35% for ground water
(Guildin 1989). Rangeland management is necessary to
maintainthe quantity and quality of water by reducingsedimentation in reservoirs, protecting riparian systems, and
manipulatingvegetationto increasewater yields.
The rangeland states produce 40% of the nation's coal
and 75% of the oil. Non-fuel minerals (including gold, copper, bentonite, sand and gravel, and many more) worth
over 16 million dollars were mined in the rangeland states
in 1989 (Hart 1994). Rangeland management can reduce
the impact of mineral extraction and reclaim the land when
extractionis complete.
Finally, rangelands have value to people who will never

set foot on them. They enjoy rangeland experiences
through books, television, films, and other media. To some,
it is enoughto know that rangelandwith all its values exists,
as part of our national heritage. These people are part of
our audience too, and their interests and values must be
taken into account.

Troubleon the Range

Wallace Stegner (1992), in his book 'Where the Bluebird
Sings to the Lemonade Springs," writes "The western land-
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scape that it has taken us a century and three quarters to
learn about, and partially adapt our farming, our social institutions, our laws, and our aesthetic perceptions to, hasnow
become our most valuable natural resource, as subject to
raid and ruin as the more concrete resourcesthat have suffered from our rapacity. We are in danger of becoming
scenery sellers—and scenery is subject to as much enthusiastic overuse and over development as grass and water.
It can lead us into an ill-consideredcrowding on the heels
of our resources. Landscape, with its basis of aridity, is

both our peculiar splendor and our peculiar limitation.
Without careful controls and restrictions and planning,
tourists can be as destructive as locusts—can destroy
everything we have learned to love about the West. I
include you and me among the tourists, and I include you
and me in my warning to entrepreneurs."

•.

a

rancher climbs aboard a bulldozer

andforcibly re-opens an old road through

a National Forest,

The media are full of conflicts between entrepreneursand
tourists, between people who make a living from the land
and people who just want the land to be a part of their life.
Land managers often are caught in the middle.
In Nye County, Nevada, a rancher climbs aboard a bulldozer and forcibly re-opens an old road through a National
Forest, insisting that the Constitution gives him the authority to do so (Larson 1995). The Forest Service had asked
that the road remain closed until an archaeological survey
could be done.
Environmentalists in Catron County, New Mexico urge

local residents to restore damaged watersheds (Ford
1995). But, ranchers in the area hesitate to replant willows

points against the opposition; the environmentalists, the
loggers, the ranchers, the government. Dan Dagget
(Dagget and Dusard 1995) once asked the leader of an
environmentalgroup how to tell if a rancher is a good steward; "She kept right on rattling off a long list of issues. And
more issues. But she never said even once what the land
should look like."
A wilderness guide in Idaho is seriously concerned with
what the land should look like. He is devastated because,
from his "sacred lake basin," his "center of the universe,"he
can seea clear-cut 40 miles away (Wolke 1995). He snarls
"I wanted to get the responsible bastards," although he
admits that "My lake basin remains intact, buffered from the
bulldozer and chainsaw by a few million acres of designated wilderness."This may sound extreme to some of us, but
it illustrates the importance of the emotional and spiritual
values of land.
In spite of the rhetoric, and with the exception of a few
individuals and corporationswho regard the land only as a
source of profit, a concern for the land drives all the parties
to these conflicts. We just call it by different names. Some
call it "ecosystem management" and are concerned with
restoring or maintaining a functional ecosystem; what we
humans get out of it is secondary (Kennedy et al. 1995).
Others call it "multiple use", striving to maintainthe ecosystem but also striving to produce something of value, material or spiritual, for as many users as possible.
Problems arise when we disagree over what kind of
ecosystem and which uses. That Idaho guide believes that
the only worthwhile use is to provide him and a select few
with beauty and solitude. Like an old cattle baron, he wants
it all, he wants it now, and he wants it for nothing. But just
like the livestock producer, he must learn to share the land
with others, and to pay his fair share of the cost, instead of
passing it on to others as John D. Rockefellerdid. When he
was asked why his Standard Oil Company had raised the
price of kerosene, Rockefeller explained "I just did some
more philanthropy,and someone has to pay!"

and cottonwoodsto repair flood damage. Willows are prime
habitat for the southwestern willow flycatcher, an endangered species. If flycatchers move into the new willow How Can We Use the Conceptsof Grazing Management
stands, land use could be sharply restricted even though to Manage Rangelands forthe Old and New Users?
the birds and the willows are on private land.
Traditionally, grazing management has determined what
A Western congressman charges that the Endangered animals use the range, how many of them use it, when they
Species Act "is saving crickets over saving babies." He use it, and whatimpact they have on rangeland resources.
describes environmentalists as a "waffle-stomping, We have includedwildlife as well as livestock in the categoHarvard-graduating, intellectual bunch of idiots" (Lacayo ry "animals," but we have given little attentionto those
1995).
featherlessbipedal animals, human beings.
It's easy enough to dismiss all these conflicts as arguGrazing managementrequires a strong understandingof
ments between radicals who are dead to reason. A Texas rangeland ecosystems; this understanding can be applied
rancher is rumored to have said, "Hell, if they was nothin' to management of rangelands for purposes other than
but radicals, we could just shoot the sonsa-bitches! " But grazing. For example, management of recreational use by
that's not feasible, and besides they're not just radicals. humans is necessary to maintain desirable plant communiThey're concerned citizens, they're our neighbors, with dif- ties and biological and physical properties of riparian
ferent ideas on how rangelands should be managed to sup- zones. Such management includes controlling the number
ply what theywantfrom them.
of people who use a recreational area and when they use
What gets lost in all these conflicts? Concernfor the land, it, and perhaps allowing for periods of rest to permit recovthat's what! The land becomes less important than scoring ery of the ecosystem.
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The Pitchfork Ranch near Meeteesee,Wyomingalso had
an encounter with an endangered species. A colony of
black-footed ferrets, long feared extinct, was discovered

there. "For a rancher, having an endangered species found
on your place is a disaster of major magnitude—something
we
can
time-tested
of
Although
apply
principles grazing akin to having all your cows come down with hoof-andto
for
watershed
and recreation- mouth disease, your grass polluted with nuclear waste, and
management management
al values, we will need to develop new objectives in the your water all piped to Los Angeles." (Dagget and Dusard
future. These objectives must include more than grazing 1995). That it didn't turn into such a disaster is another
animals. They must meet the needs, desires and visions of example of co-operation between old and new rangeland
potential rangelandusers, and they must be realisticfor the interests.
Jack Turnell, the ranch owner, discovered "The ferret
ecosystemconcerned.
Not everyone has the same vision for the land. A repre- forced me to cooperate with people who I'd traditionally
sentative of the Grand Canyon Trust said, 'When I think of been an adversary of." Then he put this new spirit of coopthe Colorado Plateau, I thinkof it as sandy soil with crypto- eration to work in other areas of ranch management. The
biotic crusts on it. I don't know if I want cows and cowshit U.S. Forest Service wanted to cut the Pitchfork's cattle
and grass all over the place, even if theycan grow it there." numbers by 80% to restore riparian areas they said had
been damaged by Pitchfork cows. University of Wyoming
(Dagget and Dusard 1995). Cattle producers of the region watershed
specialist and SRM member Quentin Skinner
most certainly have a different vision for the same land.
out
that elk and moose and the geology of the
pointed
When such conflicts arise, they must be resolved through
watershed
were
as much to blame as the cows. Turnell
negotiation and compromise. If the resolution is to benefit couldn't do much about
geology and wildlife, but with
the land as well as its users, rangeland managers must Skinner's advice he
developed new cattle management
participate,although it may be an unfamiliar role for most of strategies on the riparian areas of both his private lands
us.
and the Forest Service allotment. The Forest Service
But we can do it; we have done it. For years, ranchers, reduced the cut to
40%, and with the improved manageenvironmentalistsand federal employees battled over man- ment the Pitchfork now
produces 542,000 more pounds of
agement of the Malpai Borderlands of Arizona and New beef per year than before in spite of the allotment reducMexico. Rancher
".

Wendy Glenn recalls ..the hostility tion.

towards everything was so great. We learned this method
wasn't working" (Cheater 1995). Finally, ranch owner (and
cowboy poet) Drummond Hadley pulled together friends in
the environmentaland ranching communities and, to their
mutual astonishment, they found many points of agreement. They discovered a mutual love of the land, a concern
over the spread of cactus and mesquite, and a dislike of
"ranchette"subdivisions.
Irritated that government agencies had put out a range
fire in spite of their objections, the group set up a meeting

Back to Catron County and the Diamond Bar Ranch,
where a conflict over land use may end up in the courts.
Chris Allison and Kirk McDaniel, members of New Mexico
State University's Range Improvement Task Force and
SRM, were called in to estimate forage production and percentage use (Ford 1995). In the past few years, the Range
Improvement Task Force has helped resolve 23 conflicts
on individualgrazing allotments; just more examples of our
grazing heritage at work.
Conflict resolution must be based on finding what a friend
with the U.S. Forest Service and Natural Resources of mine calls "that little piece of truth" in each of the conflictConservation Service. They learned that "bureaucrats" ing alternatives,and building on that. Dean Acheson (1971)
weren't particularly fond of bureaucracy either, and also writes of the time he severely criticized a State
wanted to find better waysto manage the land.
Department colleague's proposal, and was
Finding themselves pretty much in agreement on objec- cautioned by a friend: "You have just
tives, the group began management activities to achieve made a great mistake, and possibly an
them. With agency help, they hacked through a thicket of enemy. Our colleague knows that the
regulations and got permission for a 6,000 acre controlled situation in which we find ourselves—
burn. Ranchers set up a "grass bank"; if they ran short of let's call it point A—is undesirable and
grass temporarily they could avoid overgrazing by "borrow- possibly dangerous. He looks around
and sees a vision of point B,
ing" grass from ranchers who had more than they needed.
which seems
Ranches granted conservation easements to stop subdiviTo lie before us like a land of
sion and intensive development.With agency help, ranchers developed water sources which benefited not only their dreams,
So various, so beautiful, so new.
cattle but the Chiricahua leopard frog, an endangered
But
youwith cold analysis and relentlesslogic
species. The group discoveredthat an uncertainwater supply and introduced bullfrogs, not grazing, was the threat to prove that there is no road from A to B, and, that if there
the leopard frogs. Finally, agencies, environmentalists,and were, B is only a mirage which
landowners operate a monitoring program to make sure
Hath really neitherjoy nor love, nor light
their objectives for the land are being met.
Norcertitude, nor peace, nor help for pain.

N
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You leave him robbed of hope and have stirred his

resentmentat youas the robber. You cannot argue him into
accepting a sounder and more practicable alternative...you
must associate your alternative with his desires. Yoursuggestion, let's call it point C, must be pictured with even
more charms than [his] point B. In point C the sun is
brighter, the girls are prettier, the fountains run with champagne, and even the Russianshave good manners..."
If we can combine that viewpoint with our grazing heritage, we will be able to work with and for our new rangeland audience. We need the new rangeland users to show
us new and exciting values from the resource. And they
need us, to show them how to manage and conserve
rangelandsfor both old and new values. Fundamentally,we
must seek compromises between competing and sometimes mutually exclusive expectations. And above all, we
must work with all rangeland users for the good of the land.
When General Douglas MacArthur spoke to the Corps of
Cadets at West Point for the last time, he closed with "And
when I cross the river, my last conscious thoughts will be of
the Corps, and the Corps, and the Corps!" (James 1985).
For the sake of all the people, the plants, and the animals
that depend on rangelands, I trust that our every professionalthoughtwill be of the land, and the land, and the
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